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Light, being the fundamental energy source to sustain life on Earth, is the external factor with the strongest13
impact on photosynthetic microorganisms. Moreover, when considering biotechnological applications such as the14
production of energy carriers and commodities in photobioreactors, light supply within the reactor volume is one of15
the main limiting factors for an efficient system. Thus, the prediction of light availability and its spectral distribution16
is of fundamental importance for the productivity of photo-biological processes.17
The light field model here presented is able to predict the intensity and spectral distribution of light throughout the18
reactor volume based on the incident light and the spectral characteristics of the photosynthetic microorganism. It19
takes into account the scattering and absorption behaviour of the micro-algae, as well the adaptation of the biological20
system to different light intensities.21
Although in the form exposed here the model is optimized for photosynthetic microorganism cultures inside flat-22
type photobioreactors, the theoretical framework is easily extensible to other geometries. Our calculation scheme23
has been applied to model the light field inside Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 wild-type and Olive antenna mutant24
cultures at different cell-density concentrations exposed to white, blue, green and red LED lamps, delivering results25
with reasonable accuracy, despite the data uncertainties. To achieve this, Synechocystis experimental attenuation26
profiles for different light sources were estimated by means of the Beer-Lambert law, whereby the corresponding27
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downward irradiance attenuation coefficients Kd(λ) were obtained through inherent optical properties of each28
organism at any wavelength within the photosynthetically active radiation band. The input data for the algorithm29
are chlorophyll-specific absorption and scattering spectra at different mean acclimatisation irradiance values for a30
given organism, the depth of the photobioreactor, the cell-density and also the intensity and emission spectrum of31
the light source.32
In summary, the model is a general tool to predict light availability inside photosynthetic microorganism cultures33
and to optimize light supply, in respect to both intensity and spectral distribution, in technological applications.34
This knowledge is crucial for industrial-scale optimisation of light distribution within photobioreactors and is also35
a fundamental parameter for unravelling the nature of many photosynthetic processes.36
Keywords: absorption, scattering, attenuation, inherent optical properties, modelling, Synechocystis37
1 Introduction38
1.1 Light research in aquatic ecosystems39
1.1.1 Introduction to Optics in Biology40
Photosynthesis is a very active research field in the life sciences due to the crucial importance of photosynthetic41
organisms as the fundamental source of all biomass in our planet. Particularly, much research has been done in42
understanding how light behaves inside different water bodies, such as inland, coastal and oceanic ecosystems.43
Concurrently, bio-optical researchers have developed several methodologies to estimate optical properties. In the44
year 1961 Preisendorfer defined the inherent (IOPs) and apparent optical properties (AOPs) of water bodies, founding45
optical oceanography [1]. Relating IOPs and AOPs have been an ongoing effort since then, and different authors46
have studied, experimentally as well as theoretically [2], the optical characteristics of water and cell suspensions as a47
function of water body features and metabolic variables such as the energy stored by algae upon light conditions [3].48
But oceanic optics is not the only field of interest in the study of light interaction with microorganisms. During49
the last 30 years, more interest has progressively been devoted to the development of closed photobioreactors (PBRs),50
aimed at the production of many substances of interest ranging from nutra- and pharmaceuticals, to bioenergetic51
compounds [4], [5]. As dense cultures are preferred to maximise production, light is normally the limiting factor to52
obtain a cost effective PBR operation. Although dense suspensions are a priori more appropriate for an efficient PBR53
utilisation [6], too concentrated cultures may increase operating costs [7] and completely deplete the system of light54
in most the external layers [8] as well. Therefore, optimisation of illumination conditions and cell density is required55
for improving overall photosynthesis performance and to minimise dark respiration and thus for achieving an optimal56
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design of large-scale photobioreactors [9].57
From the point of view of light propagation, there are important differences between the conditions in open waters58
or inside a PBR aqueous phase. The use of artificial light sources in many PBR set-ups, unnatural light cycles,59
the geometry of the arrangement itself and its inherent limitation in culture depth, not present in most open waters,60
are just some of the differentiating factors. A crucial topic is the question of stratification. Whilst in open waters61
a given equilibrium stratification is established within the photic zone and substantial differences may be found in62
microorganism concentration and composition depending on depth, inside a PBR efforts are usually oriented towards63
obtaining a good mixing so that the photosynthetic cells can rapidly move towards the external and internal zones of64
the reactor. Accordingly, the culture inside the PBR volume is usually regarded as being homogeneous.65
Regarding the strategies to describe light distribution within water bodies, authors have either used algorithms that66
calculate the light field based on the radiative transfer equation describing light-matter interaction [10] or have applied67
stochastic methods such as Monte Carlo simulations [11, 12], which allow researchers to statistically follow the fate of68
individual photons within the medium. Relevant works based on this strategy have been published in the last decades.69
In this regard, in some cases the light field prediction is linked with experimental cell growth [13, 14] or coupled70
biomass production is modelled following a classical growth law such as Monod-type [15]. Several applications on71
different reactor shapes such as torus photobioreactors [16] or open ponds [17] can be found.72
In our approach we aim at creating a procedure in between the simple light models and exceedingly detailed73
simulations in order to get a holistic view of the interaction of light and biomass based on the IOPs of the cells of74
interest, which has not been described in literature and is novel to the field. To do so, we will derive a relationship75
connecting the light field profile within a PBR suspension knowing the cell density, lamp emission spectrum, culture76
depth, absorption and scattering coefficients of the culture acclimatised to different light intensities. Making some77
simplifying assumptions we arrive at an expression that can be easily solved and can even give rise to an analytic78
relationship between operating parameters of the culture and includes in an implicit manner photo-adaptation of79
the cells. Furthermore, we have tested our scheme using information from two sources, completed with our own80
experiments, on two different strains of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter referred to as Synechocystis), the81
wild-type and the Olive mutant. The latter is a strain with truncated phycobilisome structure, where the phycobilisome82
core is present but the rods are absent [18].83
The model is able to predict the light attenuation caused by cultures in a considerable range of optical densities84
and light sources. Besides, the methodology proposed in this work follows a semi-mechanistic calculation procedure85
that can be generalised to other microorganisms and reactor geometries, whereas other published contributions are86
merely empiric fits or assume that absorption is the only factor for light attenuation. Moreover, this methodology is87
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also capable of predicting spectral composition of light within the photic zone.88
In the following subsections we will explain the main features of our modelling approach and its assumptions:89
section 2 exposes the experimental information and underlines how our method can be used in practice combining90
existing information with novel experiments. Section 3 discusses the results and highlights some interpretations that91
can be obtained from these analyses. Section 4 contains the conclusions and further outlook of our work.92
1.1.2 Light spectrum influence in photosynthetic mechanisms93
As stated before, light spectral composition in a PBR is sometimes not just a given condition, but can be selected and94
optimised. For an optimal selection of the light source, it is not only important to consider lamps whose emission95
peaks overlap the cell absorption spectra, but also other factors such as scattering, quantum yield and excitation balance96
between both types of photosystems [19].97
Moreover, not only the light absorption capacity of the cells but also its efficiency in converting the captured photons98
into usable energy has to be taken into consideration. In this regard, the action spectrum represents the quantum yield99
of this efficiency upon light wavelength. It is important to note that the action spectra can vary depending on the100
pre-illumination conditions [20] or if supplementary light is applied. In the latter case, if cells are not exposed to some101
background light, the action spectrum can differ greatly from the absorptance spectrum in some wavelengths [21]. In102
other words, when using a monochromatic light source, the spectrum of the chosen lamp has to provide a balanced103
amount of quanta for both types of photosystems.104
While it is common practice to study how white light affects growth in photosynthetic microorganism cultures,105
including mechanistic approaches for the photo-adaptation phenomenon [22], less research has been performed on how106
other types of light sources impact photosynthesis rates and related mechanisms. Specifically in cyanobacteria, some107
contributions can be found regarding light colour effect on oxygen evolution [23], redox state of the plastoquinone pool108
[24], growth [25] in Synechocystis, biomass composition of Arthrospira platensis [26] or areal biomass productivity in109
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [27]. In Zavrel et al. research [25] and Markou contribution [26], blue light led to lower110
growth than red in both species, whereas in [27] yellow light promoted the highest productivity. Available irradiance as111
a function of the remaining wavelengths can shed light on real photosynthesis rates as quanta are absorbed by pigments112
which have specific absorption spectra on one side while part of the light is scattered in a spectrally dependent way.113
Particularly in Synechocystis cultures, blue is the most scattered colour and red the least [28], though this phenomenon114
relies on the type of organism and the aquatic environment [29].115
Delving deeper in spectral composition of light publications, it must be noted that there are few experimental116
works which describe the wavelength dependent light distribution along the optical path-length. Measured spectra of117
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remaining light within PAR range at different depths in cyanobacterial cultures of Spirulina platensis [8], suspensions of118
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [16] and in Microcoleus chthonoplastes mats [30] are among the few. However, knowing119
the light field inside PBR cultures would help in designing large-scale flat-type PBRs and predicting growth conditions120
for maximal photosynthesis rates, e.g. optimal cell density and depth for given illumination conditions and species.121
In summary, it is common to model and present photosynthesis as a function of the total white light intensity122
applied in the system as this approach is sufficient for validating general culture properties. However, knowing the123
spectral composition of light is necessary to deeply understand its effect on many photosynthetic processes.124
1.2 Modelling framework definition125
1.2.1 Inherent Optical Properties: definition and measurement126
The two basic IOPs [31], the absorption and scattering coefficients, are defined on the basis of an imaginary,127
infinitesimally thin plane, parallel layer of medium, illuminated at right angles by a parallel beam of monochromatic128
light. AOPs, such as the different coefficients describing vertical attenuation, are properties of the radiation field129
depending not only on intrinsic features of the water body but also on the angular distribution of the light within the130
system as well as the depth.131
Further, the photon complex and stochastic interaction in water due to both combined effects of absorption and132
scattering, does not lead to analytical solutions but in general can be treated only numerically. Photons can be either133
absorbed or scattered when interacting with matter, whereby in the first case they disappear and are transformed into134
a different type of energy such as heat or chemical bond excitations. In the case of scattering, the quanta direction135
and/or energy level is changed. Yet, thanks to inherent optical properties, absorption and scattering spectra of aquatic136
systems can be characterised.137
In these terms, an incident monochromatic light beam, assuming energy conservation and no wavelength change138
due to scattering process, can be split into absorbed, scattered (both together considered as attenuated) and transmitted139
radiant flux [29]:140
Φa(λ) + Φb(λ) + Φt(λ) = Φc(λ) + Φt(λ) = Φi(λ) (1)
In practice it is not feasible to carry out measurements on infinitesimally thin layers, which implies the need to141
relate the absorption, scattering and attenuation coefficients, a(λ), b(λ) and c(λ) respectively, with the measurable142
absorbance, scatterance and beam attenuance of finite thickness layers. To this purpose, spectrophotometer cuvettes143
can be used.144
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The beam attenuation coefficient c(λ) can be linked with the attenuance measured by means of a spectrophotometer145





where r is normally in the range of few centimetres in a typical spectrophotometer rectangular cuvette arrangement.147
Absorption coefficient a(λ) can be calculated in a similar way, although in this case the scattered light can distort148
the absorption measurement. Once it is reasonable to consider that all attenuation which arises from the scattering149
effect is small (e.g. by means of an integrative light collection sphere), the optical density or absorbance of the sample150






Now, from a(λ) and c(λ), it is straightforward to obtain the scattering coefficient b(λ) as:153
b(λ) = c(λ)− a(λ) (4)
1.2.2 Estimation of main Apparent Optical Properties154
The beam attenuation coefficient c(λ) can give information about the attenuation properties of a water body depending155
on the wavelength, though it is not sufficient for estimating the real attenuation of light in the medium. To describe156
attenuation in a given propagation direction z, the downward irradiance attenuation coefficient Kd(λ, z) is usually157
calculated, which is one of the most used AOPs and can appear in the well-known Beer-Lambert law [32]:158
Ed(λ, z) = Ed(λ, 0) · e−Kd(λ)·z (5)
As Kd(λ, z) is an apparent property its determination is in principle only possible if the downward irradiance is159
measured in situ in the medium. Nevertheless, there have been some attempts to construct semi-empirical formulas160
that correlate this coefficient with inherent optical properties. By systematic calculation based on radiative transfer161
theory and Monte Carlo simulations, Phillips and Kirk in 1984 [33] found such a correlation, valid for a sun-illuminated162





[a(λ)2 +G · a(λ)b(λ)]1/2 (6)
where G = 0.425 cosϕ0 − 0.190, cosϕ0 symbolises the cosine of the zenith angle of refracted photons just164
beneath the surface, while a(λ) and b(λ) are the absorption and scattering coefficients, respectively. AsKd(λ, z) does165
not significantly depend on the depth within the euphotic range, it can accepted that this parameter remains constant166
within this region and rewrite it asKd(λ). An application example for modelling oceanic water light attenuation using167
equation (6) can be found in [3].168
In our contribution we will assume that the same physical principles that led to the above relationship apply to the169
particular case of light propagation within a PBR. In the case of a flat-type PBR placed in a laboratory, illumination170
is usually perpendicular to the panel planes and hence, the cosine of the zenith angle cosϕ0 in equation (6) is one.171
G represents the contribution of scattering with respect to absorption and under these perpendicular illumination172
conditions equals 0.235. In the case of a flat type PBR placed outside and illuminated by the sun, the position of the173
sun should be taken into account through the zenith angle.174
The combination of equations (5) and (6) may in principle be used to estimate light field attenuation for a175
given wavelength based on previously measured inherent optical properties of the organism of study. Nevertheless,176
radiometric measurements used to evaluate the light field in a water body are often not specifically sensitive to177
wavelength and as a result simply collect those photons within the so-called Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR)178
(about 400 to 700 nm), treating them as a single value. In such situation it is more appropriate to use AOPs that179
represent the whole PAR [29], by accepting the hypothesis that the validity of the Beer-Lambert relation, displayed in180
the expression (5), can be extended to the whole PAR range:181
Ed,PAR(z) = Ed,PAR(0) · e−Kd,PAR·z (7)




Ed(λ, 0) · e−Kd(λ)·zdλ (8)







ρEd(λ, 0) · e−Kd(λ)·zdλ) (9)
where ρEd(λ, 0) represents the spectral photon flux density that measures the relative contribution of the different184
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wavelengths toEd(λ, 0), commonly referred to as the lamp emission spectrum. Although the depth variable z appears185
in the former relation, theKd,PAR value remains basically constant up to depths in which the spectral composition of186
light has substantially changed in comparison with that of incident light. This change in spectral composition is due187
to the fact that photons corresponding to green wavelengths are less frequently absorbed. At larger depths, thus, the188
Kd,PAR value will converge towards the smaller attenuation coefficient of monochromatic green light.189
1.2.3 Calculation of the average light intensity190
When dealing with microorganisms the analysis of their optical properties is much more complicated, as many other191
factors must be taken into consideration: the growth medium, the fitness of the culture and even the fact that cells must192
be able to acclimate to varying light intensities and changes in light spectrum. This latter property specially makes the193
question much more difficult for a mathematical treatment, as IOPs keep memory of the light conditions which cells194
have been previously subjected in such a way that in essence: a = a(λ,Ed(t′, λ′)) and b = b(λ,Ed(t′, λ′)) ∀t′ ∈195
[t − tacc, t], λ′ ∈ PAR. This expression reflects the fact that the IOPs (and thus all related AOPs) depend on the196
intensity, spectral distribution and time evolution of light during the immediately previous acclimation time window,197
which ranges from hours to days [34] and is represented by tacc.198
Within a PBR running under stationary conditions the question can be substantially simplified considering the199
average light intensity as an indicator of bioengineering properties. Such approach has been repeatedly used since200
1962 when it was applied for estimating growth in dense cultures [35]. When cells are moving along the whole optical201
path-length and are homogeneously distributed, it is reasonable to accept that all are exposed in time-average to the202
same intensity and light spectrum which equals the mean value of light irradiance within the PBR volume. Given that203
optical conditions are constant during a sufficient lapse of time (at least longer than tacc), cells will physiologically204
adapt to this, a priori unknown, average light intensity [36]. Our model will develop this idea, though it should be205
noted that for cells growing in fluctuating light conditions, photosynthetic performance will additionally depend on206
the dynamics of the fluctuating light regime, that is, not only on the overall time exposure to light and darkness but207
also on the switch frequency [37].208
To correlate the experimental conditions in which the IOPs a and b are measured or characterized with a given209
PBR experiment we express them as follows:210
j(λ,Ed,acc) = ρChla · j?(λ,Ed,acc) j = a, b (10)
where Ed,acc is a constant acclimation downward PAR light intensity to which cells were exposed during a time211
interval t ≥ tacc before measurement took place, a?(λ,Ed,acc) and b?(λ,Ed,acc) are chlorophyll a-specific absorption212
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and scattering coefficients corresponding to cells which have been acclimated to these intensities. Equation (10) also213
assumes that the IOPs are in a linear relationship with the amount of chlorophyll a (hereafter referred to as chl a)214
present in the PBR suspension. Similarly, for attenuation coefficients it is possible to define total and chl a-specific215
magnitudes. Given that we have characterized our cells in a sufficiently representative range of acclimation intensities216
{Ed,acc1 , Ed,acc2 · · ·Ed,accn} we can, through interpolation, construct functions a(λ,Ed,acc) and b(λ,Ed,acc) that217
allow us to calculate the IOPs for any given intensity within that range. Then, using (6) it is possible to obtain the218
corresponding function that represents the downward attenuation coefficient:219





a?(λ,Ed,acc)2 +G · a?(λ,Ed,acc) b?(λ,Ed,acc)
(11)








ρEd(λ, 0) · e−ρChla·K
?
d(λ,Ed,acc)·zdλ) (12)
In a usual PBR experiment in which cells do have time to acclimate to the long-term conditions, the average light222
intensity in the reactor must be found as the solution of a non-linear equation. To illustrate the idea, in the particular223
case of a flat plate reactor with one-sided illumination from one single planar light source we can for instance calculate224











which can be solved numerically for the unknown value Ed,acc of the average light intensity equal to the acclimation226
intensity in the PBR, whose depth is L.227
Expression (13) can be understood as a self-consistency condition between the average intensity of the light field228
inside the PBR and the resulting attenuation coefficient, but we would like to stress that this particular form is valid for229
the case of a one-side illuminated flat panel (or for a two-side illumination set-up where incident intensity would be half230
for maintaining equivalent conditions). For other geometric configurations (e.g. multiple panel arrangements, tubular231
PBRs) the concept remains the same, butEd,acc will have a different formal expression. In any case, our methodology232
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is easily extensible to these other cases. In the following, we will refer to this approach as Auto-consistent Field233
Approximation algorithm (AFA).234
Figure 1: Summarised modelling scheme to obtain PAR attenuation profiles and spectral ones.
2 Materials and Methods235
2.1 Validation strategy and modelling scheme implementation236
To test the predictability of our method, we measured the IOPs of two similar organisms, wild-type (WT) and Olive237
strains of Synechocystis in tightly controlled PBR conditions [34] to calculate their specific attenuation coefficients,238
K
?
d(λ,Ed,acc). We then used these coefficients to deduce the actual attenuation of light in cultures of the same239
organisms characterized by Lea-Smith and his co-workers in different experiments [38], and compare them with the240
actual measured attenuation coefficients. The in silico work was integrally performed in Mathematica 10.4.241
2.1.1 Measurement of the IOPs spectra and calculation of the attenuation coefficient function242
Before taking the optical properties measurements, Synechocystis cultures were grown in stable conditions so that they243
got acclimatised to mean irradiance. Cells were grown in a 5 litres flat-bed photobioreactor with a surface-to-volume-244
ratio of 50 m−1 and a depth of 4 cm at constant pH of 7.0 and temperature value of 30 ◦C in continuous operation245
after they were inoculated [34]. Cell density was maintained constant under turbidostatic process control. Cells were246
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cultivated for at least 48 hours till a constant growth rate was established.247
We analysed Synechocystis cultures, namely wild-type strains and the truncated antenna Olive mutants to obtain248
their specific absorption and scattering coefficients in stable PBR conditions to ensure that organisms are acclimated249
to the same intensity in enough time. To this purpose, absorbance and attenuation spectra within the PAR range250
were measured at every nanometre after cultivating cells at three different incident light intensities, 40, 100 and 170251
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 of cool white LED lamp, covering the usual range of intensities that cells may encounter252
inside a PBR. After stabilization of the culture at an OD750 value of 0.5, a sample was taken to measure absorptance253
and attenuance of the cells in the different conditions.254
Optical measurements of the samples were performed by means of a Shimadzu UV2450 UV-vis spectrophotometer255
equipped with an integrating sphere for absorbance measurements. The latter device is a double-beam system256
integrating sphere (ISR-2200) whose internal diameter is 60 mm with BaSO4 inside coating. The culture samples were257
previously diluted to reduce effects of self-shading and multiple scattering, keeping the maximum optical thickness at258
400 nm, well below 0.3, a threshold consistent with a given criterion [39]. This guarantees that the measured optical259
coefficients are inherent rather than hybrid optical properties [1]. Finally, the total scattering coefficient, b, for all260
angles (except for the acceptance angle of the photomultiplier tube 0 to 5 degrees) was determined by subtracting the261
beam attenuation, c, from the true absorption coefficient, a.262
From these measurements and by means of equations (2), (3) and (4) a set of 3 spectral absorption and scattering263
coefficient-functions, a(λ,Ed,i) and b(λ,Ed,i), where i = 40, 100, 170, and their corresponding chl a-specific functions264
a?(λ,Ed,i) and b?(λ,Ed,i), where i = 40, 100, 170 were derived. The results are shown in Fig. 4.265
However, it is important to note that the real acclimation intensities of the cultures are lower than the referred to266
above incident intensity values of either 40, 100 or 170 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1. To find the correct acclimation267
intensities an iterative procedure was followed using our proposed AFA-algorithm. A summarised scheme of the268
whole calculation process is shown in Fig. 1. There it can be seen that the methodology transforms the required input,269
i.e. lamp characteristics during growth phase, cell-density, optical path-length and attenuation function, into the mean270
acclimatisation intensity and PAR averaged attenuation coefficient. This is done in a close loop between these two271
magnitudes. Afterwards, both can be used to obtain light field distribution using Beer-Lambert law. If it is desired272
to apply the attenuation coefficient function with spectral resolutionKd(λ,Ed,acc), different attenuation results will273
be obtained for each wavelength and intensity, whereas in the case of the PAR related coefficient Kd,PAR(Ed,acc),274
the attenuation is just a single representative value and the coefficient is directly estimated by means of the algorithm275
solution. Though in any case, the Beer-Lambert equation remains the same and just the coefficient has a different276
meaning. Moreover, the method allows one to estimate culture attenuation with cells owning previous optical properties277
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but exposed to different illumination conditions. However, we will normally be interested in assessing the light field278
in a PBR system where cells are growing, so exposure and cultivation conditions (including lamps) will be the same.279
This procedure can also be applied to estimate the mean irradiance in our PBR set-up at different lamp intensities280
by updating the total attenuation and mean irradiance and checking its convergence:281
1. FirstKd,PAR:0 is calculated assuming that the acclimation intensities in the different experiments were the nominal282
set "0"= {40, 100, 170} ,µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1. To do so, we just need to substitute these values in equation283
(12), which integrates the reconstructed attenuation spectra (Figure 6) at the given intensities to deliver the284
Kd,PAR:0 PAR attenuation coefficients.285
2. Thanks to these parameters, we can estimate in a straightforward manner the corresponding set of acclimation286
intensities in the PBR by directly substitutingKd,PAR:0 in equation (13). In this manner, a new set of acclimation287
intensities "1" {Ed,acc,40:1, Ed,acc,100:1, Ed,acc,170:1} is obtained.288
3. With this new set of irradiance values, the new Kd,PAR:1 is calculated and, again solving same equations for289
each of the three experiments, a further set of acclimation intensities "2" {Ed,acc,40:2, Ed,acc,100:2, Ed,acc,170:2}290
is obtained.291
4. One can see that in just a couple of iterations the acclimation intensities converge to a stable value, which will292
be considered the final acclimation intensities that are used to reconstruct the organism specific attenuation293
coefficient function: K?d(λ,Ed,acc).294
5. The obtained final average irradiance, given as a percentage value, with respect to our three studied lamp295
intensities are 48%, 49% and 60% for WT and 59%, 60% and 61% for Olive. The higher value for the case296
of WT cultures grown at 170 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 is due to a considerable reduction in the chlorophyll297
concentration and this causes the total attenuation to drop. The estimated irradiance fits well with previous298
estimation of other authors for the WT strain [40].299
It is remarkable that for calculating the light field in any further condition, the same approach is used: from incident300
irradiance values, PAR coefficients first and related average irradiance values are obtained in a self-consistent way in301
a few iterative steps.302
2.1.2 Application of the derived attenuation function to experiments303
In a completely independent way, Lea-Smith and his co-authors measured the light field of WT and Olive Synechocystis304
cultures grown in the same optical environment but momentarily exposed to a variety of conditions (to in situ measure305
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the light distribution), including different types of light sources.306
With our proposed approach it is now possible to use the reconstructed functionK?d(λ,Ed,acc) together with the307
rest of the required input information to first estimateKd,PAR(Ed,acc) and thanks to it, the attenuation profiles.308
To benchmark our in silico predictions with the experiments described in the referenced work, several specific309
parameters, namely the values of ρChla and Ed,acc must be additionally deduced, which requires some knowledge and310
analysis of how the measurements were performed. Moreover, as light field samples were linked toOD750 values, the311
referenced chl a concentration for WT and Olive cultures per OD750 unit in that contribution is used, which is 5400312
and 5300 mg chl a for WT and Olive, respectively.313
2.1.3 Description of the experimental set-up and deduction of the relevant parameters from the published measurement314
results315
As described in the referenced work [38], cell suspensions of around 5 cmwere first grown in conical flasks under 120316
µmol photons ·m−2 ·s−1 halogen white light. By means of an elemental geometric analysis which is dependent on the317
shape of the flask, we have deduced an equivalent optical path-length of 4 cm. Anyhow, these types of approximations,318
due to our lack of exact knowledge about how the experiments were made, are necessarily prone to a certain degree of319
uncertainty.320
After reaching the desired OD750 values and in order to perform the attenuation trials, the cells were transferred321
to an 11 cm custom made apparatus used for measuring light penetration at different depths (in which several light322
detectors where located every 11 mm up to 110 mm). For our analysis we will depart from the consideration that323
since the attenuation experiments were done shortly after the cells were transferred to the new vessel, the acclimation324
intensity of the cells, and thus their spectral K?d function corresponds to the acclimation intensity within the conical325
flask in which they have been grown.326
The Synechocystis attenuation data set is composed of light intensity values at increasing depths for the strains327
here studied plus two extra antenna mutants (not assessed in this contribution), all of them exposed to white LED328
light at 5 different OD750 values (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0) and at three different irradiance values (500, 1,000 and 2,000329
µmol photons · m−2 · s−1), summing a total of 15 white light experiments. Additional blue, green and red LED330
light trials were carried out at an OD750 value of just 1.0 and 1,000 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 of light intensity. The331
emission spectra of the four LED lamps used in the different experiments are represented in Fig. 2.332
It is worth stressing the assumption that cells didn’t have enough time to adapt to the new environment and333
consequently they simply expressed their optical properties arising from the previous growth environment in the flasks334
and not from the attenuation experiment conditions in the custom made attenuation measurement device. Indeed,335
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Figure 2: Emission spectra in terms of relative power of the LED lamps used for the attenuation trials. Graph colours
represent each LED characteristic colour (blue, green and red), whereas black curve corresponds to the white LED.
though cultures were exposed to 500, 1, 000 and 2, 000 µmol photons ·m−2 ·s−1, they presented a similar attenuation336
coefficient in the original work for any given cell density, supporting our hypothesis.337
Other differences in the growth conditions among both laboratory set-ups should be discussed, specifically those338
connected with the differences in the spectral characteristics of the light sources used. The cells grown in [38] were339
cultivated with halogen lamps whereas for estimating Synechocystis IOPs, we employed a cool white LED light. This340
may in principle generate differentiated optical properties in the cells, but both lamps spectra have quite a wide band341
of action in the PAR range, a similar shape, and they can mainly be distinguished by the blue peak of the cool white342
LED spectrum. As Synechocystis cells have the capability to reorganise the photosynthesis apparatus for balancing343
light input in order to seek optimal growth, we would expect a similar light absorption and scattering profile of the cells344
cultured under the light of these two lamps. A distinct outcome would be expected if a light source with non-equivalent345
emission spectrum profile would be employed. In fact, in marine Synechocystis cultures (Synechocystis sp. BCC010,346
Banyuls collection) grown under blue or green light, the measured spectra had a slightly different shape and half of347
the amplitude of those corresponding to cells cultivated under similar conditions with white light [28].348
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We thus conclude that the attenuation coefficients measured in the attenuation assays by Lea-Smith and co-workers349
should correspond to the acclimation intensity within which the cells were grown in the conical flasks. To find these350
intensities from the original experiments, we solved, for each of the conditions, the non-linear equation that allows us351
to obtain such intensity self-consistently. The corresponding expression for the acclimatisation irradiance is given in352
equation (13), with Ed(0) = 120 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 , L = 4 cm and ρChla deduced from the corresponding353
OD750 value in each experiment.354
2.2 Linearity check of the Kd vs. OD750 relationship355
In our light field model, we ultimately relate a given value of an OD750 to which cells have grown to a given chl a356
concentration and subsequently to a downward attenuation coefficient. In this regard, it is important to assess the limits357
of the validity of such an assumption. What respects the OD750 vs. chl a relationship, in Fig. 3 it is shown that in our358
experiments the relationship between chl a and OD750 remains approximately linear for the studied OD range in both359
WT and Olive strains grown at a nominal PBR intensity of 100 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 .360
Figure 3: Relationship between chlorophyll a andOD750 value of both strains (WT in green colour and Olive in brown
one) grown at incident 100 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1. Dots represents experimental data and the line represents the
lineal regression.
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There are, apart from these analysed experiments, further empirical data that support our hypothesis of a linear361
behaviour between attenuation coefficient and cell density in dense cultures. In this context we may mention the362
contributions of Zhang and co-workers, that in Synechocystis cultures studied the ratio of cell concentration as dry363
weight to the PAR attenuation coefficient [40]. Gitelson and co-workers worked with Spirulina platensis cultures, where364
the relationship between chl a concentration and spectral attenuation coefficient were found to be almost constant for365
a wide range of cell concentrations [8]. In both mentioned contributions, we can find the maximum reported cell366
concentration equivalent up to 4 OD750 units, practically covering the same range of densities as in our research.367
Moreover, there is one publication where poly- and monochromatic light attenuation in dense and ultra-dense368
cultures of the green alga Chlorella vulgaris were analysed [41]. It was reported that attenuation coefficients augment369
linearly with the cell concentration up to values of around 300 m−1, which is in agreement with our modelling370
hypothesis. Above this value the relationship tends to get saturated.371
3 Results and discussion372
3.1 Optical spectra and analysis of the resulting IOPs373
As a first outcome, the chl a absorption for both strains resemble each other significantly in shape and amplitude as374
it is shown in Fig. 4 (A). Olive spectra lack the absorption of phycocyanin pigment in the orange range and have a375
slightly larger absorbance in the blue band due to a somewhat higher carotenoid presence, as was already reported [42].376
Phycobilisomes appear not to be dismantled at moderate light intensities within our irradiance range, as the absorption377
peak of phycocyanin doesn’t progressively drop as it does in the case of the marine Synechocystis WT strain [28]. The378
fact that chl a-specific absorption spectra show a constant absorption peak at 675 nm is expected, since absorption in379
this band is mainly caused by chl a itself in Synechocystis and to a much lesser extent due to allophycocyanin pigment380
[43]. Indeed, all spectra have a local maximum value of around 0.22m2 ·mg Chla−1 at 675 nm for Olive and a similar381
one of 0.20 m2 ·mg Chla−1 for the WT Synechocystis. In [28] similar values were reported for this wavelength.382
Scattering spectra, shown in Fig. 4 (B), are likewise practically identical in both studied strains and have local383
minima close to the absorption peaks. The shift of the peaks to slightly shorter wavelengths with respect to the384
absorption ones can be explained by the anomalous dispersion theory [44]. Furthermore, the likeness in their shape385
is an anticipated outcome as both strains have comparable cell diameters [38], similar chl a amount and pigment386
composition [42]. It is noteworthy that the ratio between scattering and absorption coefficients at a given intensity in387
both strains is much lower than in the Synechocystis marine strain, because in the latter, chlorophyll a content per cell388
was 5 to 8 times lower and thus its absorption capacity was also lower.389
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Absorption and scattering in m−1 units show a different behaviour with respect to their chlorophyll referenced390
magnitudes: scattering remains constant for all intensities, whereas absorption coefficients slightly decline with391
increasing intensities, especially at 170 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1.392
To quantitatively assess the relative importance of scattering in both studied strains, from equation (6) it can be393
easily deduced that the term G · b(λ)/(a(λ) +G · b(λ)) quantifies the influence of scattering in total attenuation as its394
complement to one, a(λ)/(a(λ) +G · b(λ)), would approach unity in an hypothetical, infeasible "absorption without395
scattering" scenario. According to this analysis, within PAR 60% to 90% of attenuation is due to absorption for both396
strains, see (Fig. 5). As expected, there is an exception in the green band where absorption is much lower due to the397
Synechocystis lack of specific absorption pigments for this band. In addition, higher light intensities lead in both strains398
to an increased scattering contribution (though scattering coefficient itself keeps constant) at the expense of a lower399
absorption participation because at higher irradiance values, cells pigment concentration is in generally decreased400
with the exception of carotenoids, so cells do have less chances to capture photons, meanwhile they have a higher401
probability to be scattered along the optical path-length. It has to be noted that scattering itself doesn’t contribute to402
the disappearance of photons as they can only be taken out of the medium by the biomass or the water body absorption403
but it can effectively contribute to an increased light attenuation due to longer optical path-lengths.404
Furthermore, averaging along the PAR range and taking into consideration the emission spectrum of the different405
LED sources, the overall influence of photon scattering/absorption as a percentage value can be estimated. For white406
LED source illumination, approximately one third of attenuation depends on scattering in the WT strain, while in Olive407
this value is slightly higher. In the propagation of green light, scattering shows a stronger influence (50%), while the408
opposite occurs in red light attenuation (20%). As light intensities increase, scattering tends to play a more significant409
role, especially for the WT strain, though this increase is not remarkable in the range of studied irradiance (data not410
shown).411
3.2 Attenuation profiles for white light exposure412
In order to estimate attenuation within the cultures, chlorophyll-specific spectral coefficient functionsK?d(λ,Ed,acc)413
have to be calculated first. This function at the three acclimation intensities display a similar shape as the absorption414
spectra, but with higher values at the blue band due to the increased contribution of scattering in this range (Fig. 6).415
Maximum values at 440 nm are comprised between 0.045 and 0.055m2 ·mg Chla−1 in both strains. It might seem that416
as the chlorophyll-specific attenuation coefficients increase somewhat upon irradiance, total attenuation should follow417
this trend. But it has to be noted that as light intensity increases, chlorophyll concentration in the cell drops and so418
does the total attenuation. By multiplying the chlorophyll-specific attenuation coefficients by the chlorophyll amount419
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at each light intensity, the total downward attenuation coefficient can be calculated. In this regard, total attenuation420
coefficients in m−1 get gradually reduced with increasing intensities (data not shown) due to smaller absorption421
coefficients. Besides, the attenuation spectra have values between 70− 90 m−1 in both strains at 440 nm, which are422
quite close to the ones reported for Spirulina platensis [8], a cyanobacterium with comparable pigment composition423
and absorption spectra shape, given similar cell chlorophyll concentrations.424
Following the corresponding calculation pipeline summarised in Fig. 1, attenuation profiles (intensity vs. depth425
within the measurement assay) are obtained. They correspond to attenuation for cells grown under white halogen426
light and momentarily exposed to different white LED light intensities at several OD750 values. The experimental427
irradiance-weighted attenuation coefficient of five different cell-density concentration samples (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and428
5.0OD750) at 2,000 µmol photons ·m−2 ·s−1 incident irradiance are hereby compared with the attenuation coefficient429
(or more rigorously, with the mean downward attenuation coefficient averaged within PAR range Kd,PAR) resulting430
from our simulation method. In Fig. 7 (A) and (B) for WT and Olive strain respectively, it can be seen that there431
is a reasonable correlation between experimental and in silico results. Small discrepancies arise for the case of the432
most diluted cultures, where the attenuation is somewhat underestimated in both strains, though data do not show433
a clear tendency. Relative error for the attenuation coefficient comparison at this cell concentration is quantified434
to be around 25% in WT strain, 30% in Olive and much lower in the other density cases for both strains. At this435
OD (0.1 OD750), we estimated the acclimation irradiance to be around 90% of the nominal incident value of 120436
µmol photons · m−2 · s−1. At this average intensity, expressed as a percentage of the incident irradiance at depth437
z = 0, the total attenuation coefficients (in m−1) suffer little bit higher variations and particularly started to decline438
in our laboratory WT strain (data not shown). On the contrary, at higher cell-densities the average irradiance is lower,439
around 20 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1, and in this light environment optical spectra do not vary much at different light440
intensities and thus the uncertainty of the irradiance level has a minor impact on the light decay slope.441
Particularly in the case of Olive cultures it is noteworthy to mention that, as in the case of the WT suspension442
profiles, the model predicts the attenuation for all OD750 values quite accurately with the exception of the Olive443
samples at the OD750 value of 2.5 then the corresponding attenuation is overestimated (associated error of 14%).444
The estimated average irradiance inside the simulated cultures of 0.5 OD750 in Lea-Smith et al. experiment445
conditions, is 45% and 56% for WT and Olive strain, respectively. These are very close to the ones that were446
hypothesised (49% and 60%) to assess the average irradiance in our laboratory conditions (same reactor depth, density447
and very similar lamp irradiance, 100 instead of 120 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1), reinforcing the auto-consistency of448
our algorithmic approach with respect to attenuation.449
Finally, in order to better appreciate the general trend for all the densities, experimental and theoretical chl a-specific450
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downward attenuation coefficients K?d,PAR were obtained and plotted together. To do so, the experimental data set451
that was described above and is shown in Fig. 7 (A) and (B) for each strain was used to estimate the experimental452
downward attenuation coefficients. More precisely, the irradiance-weighted attenuation coefficients were calculated453
and compared with our results. As displayed in Fig. 8, the model is able to predict the tendency of the coefficients.454
It is noteworthy to remark that as the cell-density increases, the average irradiance (and the attenuation coefficient)455
gradually decreases. Accordingly, if ultra-dense cultures were employed, the mean light intensity would tend to zero.456
In this hypothetical situation, cells would not have enough energy to sustain biochemical processes and probably457
long-term adverse effects would appear in metabolism that could impact the optical properties.458
3.3 Attenuation profiles for colour light exposure459
Next, we benchmark our modelled attenuation results with the experiments carried out again by Lea-Smith and co-460
workers, in which cultures were exposed to blue, green, red and also white LED light at a single optical density of461
1.0 OD750. In this case the irradiance used to measure attenuation was 1, 000 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1, instead of462
2, 000 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1.463
Regarding this data assessment, we were not initially able to properly model the sample points: obtained simulated464
profiles following the previously described reasoning were only matching experimental data for white light in both465
strains, and red in the WT strain. In the other cases, the model clearly underestimated the experimental sample values.466
This modelling mismatch occurred for both strains, and hence, the simulation using one colour series of data was467
adjusted to check if knowing the average irradiance would be sufficient to correctly predict the light decay in all cases.468
This procedure was used with the WT culture blue light assay (Fig. 7(C)) by calculating the acclimation irradiance469
in the growth conditions that would allow one to fit the data. It was found that the acclimation light intensity that470
delivers satisfactory results is 40% higher than the value that was supposed to exist inside the conical flasks for both471
strains. Interestingly, only changing this value, the remaining five experiments analysed in this subsection and plotted472
in Fig. 7(C) and Fig. 7(D), for WT and Olive mutant respectively, were correctly predicted. One reason to explain this473
unexpected growth irradiance could be that cultures had been kept in other illumination conditions for some period474
of time, consequently having adapted and changed their absorption capacity before the attenuation measurement.475
Moreover, green colour is in many cyanobacterial cultures the one that is less attenuated and this is also the particular476
case in Synechocystis suspensions. This fact also supports our idea that, for this series of experiments, there are two477
groups of cultures, each one acclimatised to a different mean irradiance. Indeed, Fig. 7(C) displays the attenuation for478
WT cells illuminated with the four different LED lamps and unexpectedly green attenuation seems to be higher than479
white one though all cells have been cultivated in the same conditions and thus green should be the least attenuated480
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colour.481
Hence, we have adopted the working hypothesis that the assays described in this section correspond to cultures482
acclimatised to two different light conditions, thus possessing two differentiated "optical footprints" and by assuming483
this fact, we have been able to precisely estimate light attenuation at different exposure LED light in both strains.484
Analysing the results in more depth by comparing both strain profiles for a given light colour, it is obvious to realise485
that blue and green attenuation are quite similar in both strains, around 165 m−1 for blue light, 81 and 95 m−1 for486
green radiation in Olive and WT strain, respectively, whereas red attenuation in Olive has clearly diminished due to487
the lack of phycobilisome antennas. For this colour downward attenuation coefficient accounts for 125 m−1 in WT.488
In contrast to white light exposure assays, these trials show a purely exponential decay. On the other side, when489
observing white light attenuation, a two-zone behaviour around a turning point of approximately 1% (20µmol photons·490
m−2 · s−1) of incident irradiance is apparent. Below this threshold attenuation diminishes. As already mentioned,491
white light is comprised by different wavelengths and in general green light is the least attenuated. When most light492
has been absorbed by the medium, only green radiation remains in the PBR and thus a smaller attenuation is expected.493
This can be better understood from our simulations shown in Fig. 10 where the initial white light lamp emission494
spectrum is gradually transformed into a green colour one.495
3.4 Spectrally dependent penetration depth and attenuation496
The previously described results correspond to the integrated attenuation within the PAR range. This type of497
measurement is a more common and practical way to evaluate irradiance and therefore it is much easier to find498
information of trials on PAR attenuation in photosynthetic microorganisms rather than to describe the spectrally-499
dependent light attenuation within the cultures. Further, to calculate the light penetration with spectral resolution, we500
have to solve Beer-Lambert equation for the distance inside the culture at which the irradiance falls to a threshold501
value, for instance the 10% of the initial photon flux for each wavelength. This value roughly represents the limit depth502
at which net cell respiration will occur at the simulated conditions of this subsection.503
To check that our algorithm also delivers reliable results when purely spectral assessment of light is taken into504
consideration, an extensive literature review was conducted in order to find relevant contributions with such type of505
measurements. Unfortunately, we did not find any analogous experiments on Synechocystis and therefore we looked506
into available attenuation coefficients and penetration profiles with spectral resolution of cyanobacterial species such507
as Spirulina platensis M-2, a species which is very close to Synechocystis. Suspensions of this organism at very high508
concentrations were examined and penetration depths measured [8]. These wavelength-dependent depths were not509
directly estimated but calculated from experimentally obtained values ofKd(λ, z), measuring the downward light flux510
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with a radiometer at the surface and at some depth within the cell suspension.511
So, we simulated Synechocystis WT cultures at typical PBR densities, i.e. 1.0 OD750, and acclimatised to a lamp512
irradiance of 80 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 , which approximately corresponds to an incident irradiance of almost 200513
µmol photons ·m−2 ·s−1 in a 4-cm deep PBR. Then we benchmarked our strain penetration profile with the Spirulina514
one that would arise from cells of the latter organism owning similar spectral attenuation coefficientsKd(λ, [z1, z2]). If515
we assume that attenuation keeps constant at each wavelength, we can qualitatively benchmark both species penetration516
profiles at equivalent concentrations as these profiles shape is by definition constant (i.e. depths for a light decay to517
1% of incident irradiance are exactly double than the corresponding to 10%). In other words, we perform a qualitative518
assessment to validate our results.519
In Fig. 9 we can observe that the indirectly measured Spirulina penetration depths and WT Synechocystis calculated520
ones practically overlap each other. This shows that the model is also capable of predicting properties that have spectral521
resolution, such as wavelength dependent light attenuation. Moreover, as seen in the plot, Olive penetration depths are522
similar to WT ones within the whole PAR range with the remarkable exception of the red band, due to the previously523
mentioned phycobilisome absence. In this spectral region, Olive cultures allow an additional two centimetres of light524
penetration in comparison with WT in the given conditions.525
Finally, we did calculate another optical property: the spectral photon flux density within the cultures taking526
into account the four lamps assessed in this contribution. Simulated environment inside the PBR was hypothesised527
for an average acclimation intensity of 80 µmol photons · m−2 · s−1, at an incident exposure irradiance of 1,000528
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 in a 4-cm deep PBR and with a suspension OD750 value of 1.0. The result is depicted in529
Fig. 10 at 0, 1 and 2 cm depth within the PBR.530
The most interesting feature of such a spectral description of light is to gather information on the remaining531
irradiance at target wavelengths that can promote specific photosynthetic processes at a deeper depth. The differentiated532
effect of attenuation on specific wavelengths can be better appreciated in the white light example as green band photons533
are much less attenuated and they are the predominant colour at deeper distances.534
3.5 Attenuation coefficient formula in Synechocystis cultures535
Once the algorithm has been validated, simulations can be performed to estimate the PAR downward attenuation for536
both strain cultures given the incident irradiance, the length of the PBR and a constant cell density inside the reactor.537
As a representative example, attenuation coefficients for the studied range of cell densities and light intensities inside538
a PBR with a depth of 4 cm are shown in Fig. 11. It can be observed that the slope of attenuation coefficients is higher539
at lower chlorophyll concentration values. In these conditions, average irradiance inside the suspension drops quickly540
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and as a result, the chlorophyll-specific attenuationK?d,PAR(Ed,acc) does too (Fig. 6). Above concentration values of541
10,000 mg Chla ·m−3 average irradiance is kept low and practically constant, and similarly the chlorophyll-specific542
attenuation coefficient stays low, too. In this way, from a given chlorophyll amount, the resulting attenuation coefficient543
for downward irradiance increases linearly.544
Finally, as a practical outcome of our investigation, our procedure delivers a simplified general estimation of PAR545
attenuation in different acclimatisation conditions for Synechocystis suspension within flat-type one side illuminated546










where ε represents the incident irradiance emitted by the lamp (µmol photons · m−2 · s−1), δ stands for the depth549
of the photobioreactor (m) and ρ is the cell density expressed as the concentration of chlorophyll a in the suspension550
(mg Chla · m−3). The estimation of the downward attenuation coefficient, expressed in m−1, is valid within the551
analysed range of average intensities, which accounts for roughly 10-100 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1. For typical PBR552
depths and the already assessed cell-densities, this operation interval corresponds to 20-150 µmol photons ·m−2 ·s−1553
incident irradiance. The other variable ranges are 0.01-0.10 m for the PBR depth and 0-25,000 mg Chla ·m−3 for554
the chl a concentration. Additionally, our IOPs spectra were obtained under a cool white light LED so the attenuation555
coefficients estimated here will likely not be the same when a light source with dissimilar spectral characteristics is556
employed.557
4 Conclusions and future work558
In this work, a new model to estimate downward light attenuation has been presented. The described methodology559
makes use of a semi-empirical correlation that was developed for marine biology applications. This, together with560
some simplifying assumptions of homogeneity, acclimation response of the cells and linearity of the Inherent Optical561
Properties, allows one to make predictions about the average field inside the PBR and the corresponding attenuation562
light profile. The proposed mathematical algorithm is based on the solution of a self-consistency problem, where the563
average irradiance depends on the downward attenuation coefficient and vice versa. Moreover, it can be applied to any564
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type of PBR geometry, lamp arrangement and spectra, although in our work we have derived concrete expressions for565
the case of a flat-type PBR illuminated on just one side.566
To check the validity of this approach, a combined analysis of experiments performed by the authors of this work567
together with the data obtained by Lea-Smith and co-workers was carried out on the same organisms, namely WT and568
Olive strains of Synechocystis .569
Despite the different assumptions, we have benchmarked our predictions with experimental data to show that the570
model is able to reasonably predict light attenuation for both strains at various OD values and different colour LED571
light with a small support of additional assumptions. Thus, we conclude that it is possible to predict the light field572
inside PBRs operating under a broad range of conditions with a reduced set of previously-measured Inherent Optical573
Properties of the organism of interest. Moreover, knowing the exact acclimatisation intensity would allow a better574
prediction of the real attenuation profiles.575
Our methodology opens further possibilities, e.g. to evaluate other illumination conditions and benchmark576
photosynthetic organisms, assessing possible improvements on the cultivation conditions and the PBR set-up. A577
further research line should cope with photo-adaptation and photo-inhibition dynamics, considering optical spectra578
changes upon radiation variations. In this regard, to leverage in silico absorption coefficient estimations in terms of579
light quality and quantity changes, further information on pigment concentration is desired. Additionally, this model580
can be coupled to others describing the production of oxygen or other compounds, allowing an improvement of their581
prediction capacity.582
In summary, it is getting more common to study the light impact on photosynthesis, not just for optimising583
large-scale photobioreactor operation but also to better understand the underlying mechanisms that trigger optically-584
dependent processes that control photosynthesis, and therefore metabolism, indirectly. In this regard, our approach585
aims to be the first step towards a more integrative modelling of optical properties inside PBR cultures and to better586
understand the challenge of describing the effect of light on photosynthetic microorganisms.587
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Photosynthetically Active Radiation are those wavelengths in the range between
400 nm and 700 nm
G
A coefficient representing the relative contribution of scattering to vertical
attenuation
cosϕ0
Cosine of the angle of the photons to the vertical just below the water surface
after refraction
ρChl a Chlorophyll a concentration in the culture mg Chla ·m−3
ODX Optical density at given wavelength x in nm
Φa(λ), Φb(λ), Φc(λ) Radiant flux absorbed, scattered, attenuated, transmitted and incident W
Φt(λ), Φi(λ)
IOPs Inherent Optical Properties of the culture components
a(λ) Absorption coefficient m−1
b(λ) Total scattering coefficient m−1
c(λ) Beam attenuation coefficient m−1
att Attenuance defined as the negative common logarithm of the transmittance
opd
Absorbance defined as the negative common logarithm of the transmittance in
the absence of scattering
j?(λ,Ed,acc)
ρChl a specific coefficient at wavelength λ and where culture is acclimated at
intensity Ed,acc; j is a placeholder that either stands for a, b or c
m2 ·mg Chla−1
AOPs
Apparent Optical Properties of a PBR culture in a given photo-physiological
context
Ed(λ, z) Downward irradiance at the depth z and at wavelength λ µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 · nm−1
Ed,PAR(z) Downward irradiance integrated over PAR and at the depth z µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1
ρEd(λ, z)
Spectral photon flux density of downward irradiance at the wavelength λ and
depth z
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 · nm−1
Ed,acc
Volume averaged and PAR integrated downward irradiance to which a given
PBR culture has been acclimated
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1
Kd(λ, z) Downward attenuation coefficient at the depth z and at wavelength λ m−1
Kd(λ,Ed,acc)
Mean downward attenuation coefficient at wavelength λ averaged for a culture
acclimated at intensity Ed,acc
m−1
Kd,PAR(Ed,acc)
Mean downward attenuation coefficient averaged within PAR range for a culture





Chlorophyll a-specific mean downward attenuation coefficient averaged within
PAR range for a culture acclimated at intensity Ed,acc
m2 ·mg Chla−1
Table 1: List of symbols and abbreviations.
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Figure 4: (A) Absorption a?(λ,Ed,i) and (B) total scattering b?(λ,Ed,i) chl a-specific coefficients within PAR
waveband of wild-type and Olive strain (green and brown colour, respectively) grown at incident light intensities
of 40, 100 (dashed) and 170 (dotted) µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 in a 4-cm flat-type photobioreactor.
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Figure 5: Modelled photon absorption contribution of wild-type and Olive strain (green and brown colour, respectively)
grown at average light intensities of 20, 60 (dashed) and 100 (dotted) µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 for each wavelength
within PAR range following Kirk’s formula.
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Figure 6: Modelled chlorophyll-specific downward attenuation function K?d(λ,Ed,i) for wild-type and Olive strain
(green and brown colour, respectively) at the incident irradiance values of 40, 100 (dashed) and 170 (dotted)
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1.
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Figure 7: Left panel: Light attenuation profiles of Synechocystis WT (A) and Olive (B) strain cultures exposed to
2000 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 of white LED light at five different OD750 concentrations (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 and 5.0)
are depicted. Dots are the original source samples [38] and lines the simulation outcome. Darker colours correspond
to denser suspensions. Right panel: Light attenuation profiles of Synechocystis WT (C) and Olive (D) strain cultures
exposed to 1000 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 of four different LED lamps at an OD750 concentration of 1.0 are shown.
Dots are the original source samples. Graph colours represent each LED characteristic colour (blue, green and red),
whereas black curve corresponds to the white LED.
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Figure 8: Chlorophyll a-specific mean downward attenuation coefficientK?d,PAR(Ed,acc) comparison for WT and Olive
strains (green and brown colour, respectively) between experimental (dots) and modelled values at the given densities.
Experimental coefficients were obtained from the white lamp exposure assays at 2,000 µmol photons · m−2 · s−1
and calculated as irradiance-weighted attenuation coefficients, whereas the in silico values were directly obtained by
dividing by the chlorophyll amount for each optical density.
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Figure 9: Penetration depth at which irradiance drops to 10 % of the initial value at each wavelength within PAR range
for WT and Olive strains (green and brown colour, respectively). Simulation conditions correspond to Synechocystis
WT cultures grown at typical PBR densities, i.e. 1.0OD750, and acclimatised to a lamp irradiance of 80µmol photons·
m−2 · s−1 of white light. Blue dots correspond to Spirulina platensis depths estimated from experimental attenuation
coefficients.
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Figure 10: Modelled spectral photon flux densities ρEd(λ, z) within simulated Synechocystis WT strain cultures are
depicted, where cells are adapted to white light of 80 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 but momentarily exposed to 1,000
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 of different colour LED lamps (white, blue, green or red light) at an OD750 concentration
of 1.0. Remaining photon flux densities at 0, 1 (dashed) and 2 cm (dotted) are shown. Inset plot shows whole graphs
with the same units in both axes.
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Figure 11: Modelled mean downward attenuation coefficient within PAR rangeKd,PAR(Ed,acc) for WT cultures exposed
to lamp intensities of 20 and 100 µmol photons ·m−2 ·s−1 in a 4-cm depth PBR at constant cell-densities up to 25,000
mg Chla · m−3 are depicted (right vertical axis). Additionally, resulting average irradiance Ed,acc is also plotted
for such suspensions (dotted, left vertical axis). Green and blue curves stand for WT cultures grown at 20 and 100
µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 incident radiation and similarly red and yellow curves represent Olive cultures cultivated
at 20 and 100 µmol photons ·m−2 · s−1 incident radiation.
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